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travel to the
More Australians are to
Philippines in January for p·s ychic surgery".
The upsurge of interest follows the November
meeting of the Western Australian Society for
Psychical Research held at Murdoch University at
which two films of sup.P<,sed "psychic surgery"
were shown to an audience of about three hundred
people.
Commentator Mr Ray Brindley, in introducing
the films, stated that they showed foreign bodies
being removed from people by Filipino "pychic
surgeon" Josephine Sison.
The amateur films showed Sison praying at a
Bible and then allegedly delving into people's
bodies to remove tumours, internal growths and
inside the .
placed
foreign bodies supposedly
patients by witchcraft.
Sison was claimed to have removed cataracts
from eyes, restored fertility to a sterile woman,
and cured multiple sclerosis, vertebrae problems,
haemoroids and asthma.
wlthout
conducted
All "operations" were
whilst
instruments
or
drugs
anaesthetics ,
appearing to produce a great deal of blood to be
wiped away by assistants.
All operations took only a few minutes and
left no open wounds to be stitched up or scars
where the incisions had supposedly been madeo
Following the films the Chairman of the WoA.
Society for Psychical Research, Professor John
introduced Mark
Frodsham of Murdoch University
Lebuse to the meeting.
more anecdotal material
provided
LeBuse
about Sison's successes and announced he would be
conducting a group tour to the Philippines in
January.
Those interested were asked to hand in their
names so that they could attend smaller meetings
at which full arrangements for the tour could be
made. Many indicated their interest.
11
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Last year thirty West Australians went to the Philippines for "psychic
surgery" and many others attended a clinic run b y filipino "psychic surgeon"
Alex Ampaguey in a garage in Esperance (W oAo) o
The Western Australian secretary of the Australian Medical Association, Mr
Reg Hayward, attacked the activities of "psycho-surgeons", stating that it was
merely sleight of hando
Mr Hayward's claim that sleight of hand is involved has been supported by
magicians such as James Randi who demonstrated "psychic surgery" in Sydney a n d
Melbourne in 1981 and has found legal support in a decision of the United States
Federal Trade Comrnissiono
In 1975 the Federal Trade Commission issued a Cease and Desist order
against r~presentations, advertisements or arrangements for psychic surgery (In
the Matter of Travel King)
In so doing, the F.T oC• found, inter alia, that
" ••• th~ 'psychic surgery', 'pychic healing', 'faith healing' or 'spiritual'
or 'spirit healing', for which respondents marketed tours to members of the
public, is pure fakery and a fraud accomplished by the deception and
trickery of the 'psychic surgeons', 'psychic healers', 'faith healers', or
'spiritual' or 'spiritual healers' through the use of sleight-of-hand,
tricks and devices, including the use of animal parts, tissue and blood,
all used to defraud and deceive trusting persons into the false and
mistaken belief that human bodies have been opened with the bare hands,
diseased material or disease-causing material removed and the incision
closed, all without pain or suffering."(86 F.T.C. 714)
Since this court decision Filipino psychic surgeons have had to look
elsewhere than the USA for patientse There is no evidence that Filipino
hospitals seek to employ their talentso
It appears that Australia, and in particular Western Australia, has become
a major recruiting centreo
This year WA film maker Carmelo Musca produced a film about a group of
Australians who went on an organised tour to the Philippines for psychic
surgery o His film crew interviewed the group before and after the psychic
surgery and found them to be fervent believers in it and its beneficial effectso
Musca's crew used a hidden camera during the psyhic surgery and filmed an
excellent sequence clearly showing the surgeon using trickery o
The film was recently shown on WA television o WA parapsychologists have
since come out with two explanations o Some psychic surgeons are genuine whilst
others are not, and even the best psychic surgeons use trickery at times when
conditiona are not right for their "powers"o
These explanations are evidently sufficient for the believers as the next
organised tour is leaving Perth in early Januaryo
- West coast correspondent o
0

Paraphysicists and deception
There is no indica tion tha t pa ra ph ysicists have t he slig htes t d esire to train
the mselves in the subtle a rt s o f d ece ptio n , or seek the aid of knowledgeable
ma gicia ns in a ny significa nt way. As a result , they continue t o act like excited little
c hildre n eve ry time a new psychic charla tan s ho ws them a trick they can't expla in.
- Martin Gardn e r. "Pa rapsyc hol ogy and Q ua ntum
Mechanics." in Science and the Paranormal. George
0 . Abe ll a nd Barry S inger. ed s .. Scri bner's. 1981 .

"The Skeptic" is published by The Australian Skeptics, the Australian section of the International Committee for the Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal. Address: Box 1555P, GPO Melbourne 3001.
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NEGATIVE-ION GENERATORS
by Manuel Zammit

In the last issue Trevor Sauer described a test as to the beneficial effect
of a negative-ion generator on a person suffering from hay-fevero Although the
test was on a very small scale it was conducted wello In trials like these the
big problem is that the patient is likely to feel better i f he thinks he is
This is called the placebo effecto In his test Trevor
under treatmento
eliminated this effect by not allowing the patient to know whether the
negative-ion generator was switched ono The following article examines the
evidence for the efficacy of these generatorso
A small black box spitting out negative-ions and a bit of ozone is another
A flick of a switch and away with sleeplessness,
cure-all on the marketo
tension, migraine, nausea, breathlessness and asthma - just to mention a few of
the claims.
An
The principle of operation of negative-ion generators is not newo
electrical charge is applied to air-borne particles like dust and pollen and
these fall out leaving clean air behindo Dust collectors, using the electrical
charge principle, are employed successfully in industry and are usually referred
to as electrostatic filterso To remove dust from air efficiently all the air
the reason why effective
This is
zoneo
must come within the charged
surface area and circulate
large
a
with
plates
electrostatic filters use charged
the air with a fan. Negative-ion generators release their electrical charge from
small sharp needles which have a tiny surface areao The air immediately close
to the needles receive most of the charge and the remaining air is left
Negative-ion generators are very crude versions of electrostatic
unaffected
filterso
Unfortunately, the poisonous gas, ozone, is produced whenever an electrical
discharge takes place in airo Lightning in a storm and sparking electrical
Electrostatic filters and negative-ion generators
motors always produce ozone
Negative-ion generators made before the 1960s produced so
also produce ozoneo
much of this gas that they were considered unsafe in the United States and
bannedo It is interesting that much of the scientific research quoted about the
effectiveness of negative-ions dates back to the time when available generators
produced large quantities of ozone and when ozone was still considered,
erroneously, by many as the invigorating component of sea-side and country fresh
air.,
The two most often cited rese.archers on negative-ions are:* Professor Felix Go Sulman, Head of the Department of Applied Pharmacology
at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israelo
* Professor Albert P Kreuger, Emeritus Professor of Bacteriology at the
University of California ..
Dr Kreuger claims that the negative-ions substantially improve thd growth of
plants and affect the production of some hormones in animalso It is interesting
that the former claim has not been taken seriously by the plant growing
industry" The latter claim has sparked several research programs (especially by
Dr Sulman's departrnen$) on the effect of negative-ions on humanso
Dr Sulman's research centres on the effect on humans of the hot desert
His theory is that the positive-ions in these winds cause their
winds..
unpleasantness and that negative-ions restore the balanceo These winds have been
called "evil winds" or "witches' winds"o We are told that in Australia, the
northerly winds in Victoria and the westerlies in New South Wales are our very
own witches' winds.
Dr Sulman has done some experiments to prove his hypothesiso In Jerusalem it
Sulman carries out research aimed at helping
Dr
known that
well
is
windso In one
who suffer during these desert
"weather-sensitive" people
0

0

0
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project, individuals with these complaints were treated with negative-ions and
were then asked how they felto Up
to thirty percent of the group treated said
they received relief from the treatmento One glance at Dr Sulman's metho
reveals that the 30% success rate is no more than a placebo effecto Simply this
means that 30% of the subjects may have received benefit anyway, in the absence
of any treatmento
In a later study, Dr Sulman set out to prove that changes in weather
conditions are reflected in the hormone secretion of 500 femaleso He claimed to
have carried out the study "double-blind" to eliminate any placebo effecto · In a
double-blind experiment both the experimanter and the subject are, on purpose,
not told when the conditions are varied, thus eliminating bias. A close look at
Dr Sulman's report reveals that the experimenter adjusted the conditions until
the required results were achievedo
These reports would be excusable if produced by someone unskilled in the
methods of science but when. published by no less than a professor of pharmacology
one can justly suspect bias.
The results given in
these reports are very scrappy and give no asaurance that the trials were
conducted in a truly scientific fashiono
Furthermore Dr Sulman has an axe to
grind as he
is financially linked to one of the big manufacturers of
negative-ion
generatorso
Dr
Sulman
issues
certificates
recommending
negative-ion therapy based on his experimental "proof" of their beneficial
effectso Manufacturers of ion generators use Dr Sulman' s claims as the hub of
their sales promotion literatureo
Because Dr Sulman presents no convincing evidence that his trials were
conducted in a scientific fashion so that the placebo effect was eliminated, his
claims should not be taken seriously.
Claims that negative-ion generators help
asthmatics have been refuted in at least two carefully conducted, independent
and impartial studies (Ref 1 & 2). The Asthma Foundation of Victoria does not
recommend the use of negative-ion generators and warns of the dangers of ozone.
Negative-ion generators have not earned a place as a genuine method of
curing sickness in any branch of medi cine.
(A more comprehensive scientific critique of Sulman's work has been
prepared by Manuel Zammit and will be posted to any interested person on receipt
of a request to The Editor, the Skeptic , accompanied by a self-addressed stamped
envelope a)
References
lo Zylberberg, Bo and Loveless, MoHo "Preliminary experiments with ionised
air in Asthma" Journal of Allergy 1960 Po 3 7 0-40
2o Jones, DoPo, O'Connor, SoAo, Collins, JaVo and WAtson, B oWa "Eff ects of
long-term ionised air treatment of patients with bronchial asthma" Thorax
(1976) 31, p .. 428-320

RENEWALS AND ARTICLES WANTED
This issue is our first twenty page issue To maintain this standard we
need speedy renewals for 1983 and more articles o
If you would like to write for "the Skeptic " but are unsure of a possible
topic let us know and we may be able to assist b y providing research material
for an articleo
0
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CLAIRVOYANT CLANGER INS.A. ELECTIONS
by Don Tonkin
the Adelaide
before the SoAo State elections
Just over two weeks
"Advertiser" on 21 October featured on its front page the predictions of Paul
Gaszner, a local astrologer, who forecast the return of the Liberal Government
with an increased majority of two to three seatso
Gaszner claimed to have found "a grand stellium" - a close conjunction of
the Sun with Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Uranus - on election day, 6 Novembero
This he said "presages a heck of a lot of rain" and also a "drowning of the
Labor Party's hopes"o
detail is
part "His attention to
Advertiser article said in
The
"Mr Gaszner has backed these predictions with almost forty
impressive."
interpretati ons of aspects of the Sun, Moon and planets, combining the election
chart with the personal charts of Mr Tonkin, the State Premier, and Mr Bannon,
the Leader of the Opposition." "Mr Tonkin is set to get a strong female vote
e

II
0

0

e

The next day the Advertiser had to tell its readers that Mr Gaszner had had
the wrong star sign for the Leader of the Oppositiono The astrologer was a full
six months out with Bannon being a Taurus not a Scorpioo
Even more unfortunatel y for Mr Gaszner, events just didn't go the way he
predictedo The Premier, Mr Tonkin, antagonised women voters when he talked about
"manning" the switchboard of the Women's Information Centreo
On election day there was a swing to Labor, giving them four extra seatso
Furthermore there was no rain on election dayo
Interviewed after the election, Mr Graszner confessed himself wrong on
almost every counto However he maintained "There was nothing wrong with the
astrological aspect of my prediction - it was my interpretati on that was wrongo"
Jupiter with the Liberals
"o•o I aligned the wrong planet with the wrong party and Saturn with Labor o Had I reversed them I would have been spot on!"
Punters often have the same problem with racehorseso

(The Adelaide Advertiser/A strologer has been nominated for the Bent Spoon
of the Year for its front article on Mr
Award for the Silliest News Story
Graszner o Editor)

ARNETT'S PSYCHICS AND "CLAIRVOYANT" WARDS FAIL AGAIN
by Ian Bryce
For the second year in succession the Melbourne Cup left Melbourne's pychic
community clutching for excuses for their dismal failure to predict the winner
Kevin Arnett's appearance on the Don Lane Show with a panel of six psychics
was beautifu·lly described in the Sunday Press of 7/11/82 Highlights of the Show
inclu~ed white witch Kerry Kulkens and Doris Stokes speaking from New York and
sounding rather illo ("I think she may have crossed over" remarked Bert Newton~)
Not one of the psychics' first choices so much as ran a place. The excuses
"It's just a
the event included
expert Arnett on a Lane Show after
of the
lot of fun" and "After all they're only human beings"o Perhaps they haven't been
to Kerry Kulken's Witchcraft shop in Belgrave
. Tom Wards gave a long series of predictions on radio 3GL on Cup Day~Hewas
quite put out that Arnett had not invited him. He was forced to withdraw his
previous prediction that Cup Day would be wet
Not content with naming one or two horses as foreseen winners, clairvoyant
Wards gave a list of five horseso Yes, you guessed it - not ONE even ran a
other predictions of a late start to the Cup , a helicopter ambulance '
place! His
.
an d a triple dead heat were also not sighted
0
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0
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HERE COMES THE WET?
by Mark Plummer

On April 29th the column of Tom Wards, "Nationally known clairvoyant" in
the Australasian Post, was headed "Here comes the Wet!" Tom stated "the skie s
are about to open with a vengeance and it will be very wet throughout much of
Australia this Mayo There will be heavy flooding in South Australia, Western
Australia and Queensland o"
The opposite has occurred o
The drought has brought out more water diviners than you could poke a stick
at. At Koriot in Western Victoria, Eddy Johns, water diviner, was reported on
the ABC TV News as having found water where local engineers had failed 0
I wrote to the Koroit Waterworks Trust for verification o Mr G
Keith,
their Water Supply Engineer, replied:"Thank you for your letter of 23 September 1982 seeking information on the
search for water in Koroit, and enclosing a copy of your magazine 0
"The situation is that, in an attempt to expand our existing bore water supply,
I obtained funds to drill a new bore, and I selected a site following the study
of records obtained from the Department of Minerals and Energyo The bore at that
site could not produce enough water to warrant further development, so the
Waterworks Trust engaged Mr Eddy Johns, a water diviner, to recommend other
sites o
"Mr Johns surveyed parts of an area of about 100 hectares in size which I
indicated as a likely source of good quality watero Drilling at two locations he
selected produced good flows of watero"
The original TV news item had not stated that Mr Johns divined water in an
area previously indicated by Mr Keith as a likely source of watero
Why let extra facts spoil or qualify a good story?
In the Stawell (Vic) Times-News of 8 October Mr Joe Mitchell, described as
"water diviner and general bush wanderer", commented on diviningo
He stated "It is amazing how many people who do water divining, know so
little about the effects of being 0 put to the test' has on their ability to
perform these tests satisfactorilyo"
He asserted that nine out of ten diviners would fail Dick Smith's tests as
the PVC piping would insulate the water. He claimed that water in a pipe does
not usually give the same reaction as natural underground streams.
Mr Mitchell continued "The art of divining has been practised since
biblical times and on many occasions the art has been made to look a ridiculous
business by people who stick their necks out before they have begun to learn the
main facts, and get bowled over"o
Readers will recall that twenty out of twenty failed Dick Smith's tests
after they had all signed statements that they were satisfied with the test
set-up and had checked that their equipment was working perfectly in the
preliminary run when water was run in a designated one of the ten PVC pipes o
At Eldorado in Northe rn Victoria, 63 year old grandmother Muriel Ramsay
proclaimed it was electricity in her body that enabled her to find water o Her
daughter-in-law Fay Ramsay told the Sunday Press on September 26th that "She
just hangs on to the bronze rod and walks with it o It swings from side to side,
a nd as she got close to the water the rod was hitting h e r on either shoulder as
it swungo Then she stood over the water spot and the rod moved up and downo She
counted 34 swings., Then Nick drilled to 34 feet to hit water o"
This dowsing rod is thus calibrated in f eet o One wonders why the rod was
not converted from British Imperial Measure to Metric in 1966 0 Perhaps the
Conv ersion Board should have paid for the conversion o
Murie l's dowsing apparently also d e tects minerals.
The Sunday Press provided balance on this occasion by allowing me to
comment on the issue o
0

0
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Chris Forsyth in the Weekend Australian of 20-21 November commented on
Indian and Australian methods of finding water. Chris compared the success of
Ashley Notman, a 14 year-old Woodend (Vic) diviner, to India's Kunnakudi
Vaidyanathano The latter, at the behest of the Madras Metropolitan Water Supply
.and Sewerage Board, played his violin at a Madras lake for a fortnight to
manifest rains A week after the performance began Madras got a smattering of
raino
The drought has produced other novel ideas to end the dry spello Londoner
Edith Emily Hill-Thornton wrote to Victoria's Agent-General in London on
September lsto She told him that she had observed that if she has a bath on
Wednesday, washes a petticoat whilst sitting in the bath, then pulls out the
plug, sitting there whilst the water runs away, it always rains for two or three
days afterwardso
Mrs Hill-Thornton felt this act should be repeated by some Australian women
- preferably Libranso Mrs Hill-Thornton's letter was read out in the Victorian
Parliament by Cabinet Minister Bill Landeryouo
The Wesley Central Mission in Sydney asked the Prime Minister to issue a
national call for prayer for raino The President of the Victorian Council of
Churches, Rev Ian Allsop, said the Victorian President of the Farmers' &
Graziers' Association had visited the council offices and pleaded for prayers
for raino The Rev Allsop expected about 500,000 people to offer prayers to
combat the droughto
Sun columnist Douglas Wilkie suggested a national competition between
Aboriginal
rain dancers and the Churches to run in parallel with
the
Commonwealth Gameso
Children at the Woodend (Vic) primary school performed rain dances that
were said to be partially successfulo Their performance was to have been
repeated at Butler tanks in South Australia on August 7tho However the local
dance instructor Mr McLelland stated the dance was not held as the instructions
on how to perform the rain dance had not arrived from Woodendo
However it did rain at Butler Tanks on August 10th and the local Lutheran
minister, Pastor Reinhoot, rang the Adelaide Advertiser to claim the credito The
Bureau of Meteorology attributed the rain to the passage of a cold fronto
Skeptics Committee member Dr Bill Cook, veteran of many droughts during his
ea.rly t~acb.ing years in the countryr entertained fellow members at a recent
meeting when he told of a combined churches prayer meeting for rain during one
Mallee droughto As the parishioners gatherede one old weather-beaten cocky
stopped at the entrance to the local church and stated it was no use praying for
rain that night - the wind was still corning from the south!
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Is Australia inhabited by "yowies", our equivalent to Tibet • s "yeti" or
America rs "bigfoot"?
Are
there still
giant lizards in
our remote or
inaccessible parts? Mr Rex Gilroy of Katoomba (New South Wales} claims there
are and visitors to his museum can see the "evidence" he has coll ected for the
existence of these "beasties"a
His claims have been widely reported in the
popular press o Queensland Museum skeptics Ralph Molnar r Curator of Mammals, and
Gregory V n Czechura, Assistant
Herpetology,
scientifically examine the
evidence for such "beasties" in this two-part article q
Part 1:

THE EVIDENCE FOR THE YOWIE
by Ralph Molnar

To anyone usen to the mammals of Europe or North America, Australia is the
land of unique, unfamiliar and exciting mammals: the marsupials and monotremeso
Indeed there are many other unusual and interesting organisms in Australia, the
result of a long period of isolation while the rest of the world was changedo
Australia has also produced reports of beasts that, if true, would make it a
land of even more unusual animalso The most widely known and popular of these
reported beasts is the yowie, once called the yahooo The yowie, as most of us
are aware, is supposedly a large, furry or hairy, ape-like creature reported
largely f~om eastern New South wales, with some reports from eastern Victoria,
and recently, south eastern Queenslando Much, but certainly not all, modern
information about yowies comes from Mr Rex Gilroy, who pictures yowies as giant
(to 3 metres tall} hominids related to the supposedly giant Gigantopithecus and
Meganthropus of eastern Asiaa In spite of the large jaws and teeth of these two
forms, there is no evidence that these latter animals were any larger than
modern apeso
The older reports of yahoos indicate a beast somewhat different from the
Gilroy conceptiono
Many of these reports have been republished verbatim in a
little booklet 'The Hairy Man of South Eastern Australia', by Graham Joyner of
Canberra. These reports, dating from 1871 to 1912, indicate an ape-like beast ·
about the height of a mano Some reports say that it was shorter than a man, and
some that it was as tall as a tall mano In some reports there is also some
suggestion that it resembled a bear or a wombat and at least one witness
reported it in a treeo
The modern yowie reports are usually interpreted in
terms of the popular conceptions of the North American bigfoot or the Asian
yetio
These older reports, however, do not indicate a creature as large or as
human-like.
Evidence for yowies falls into four major categories:
(i} Miscellaneous unusual nocturnal noises;
(ii} Scratches and other markings of tree bark, including torn bark;
(iii} Casts or photos of footprints;
(iv} Reports of sightingsa
The noise category is most difficult to deal with, as many native animals
make loud and startling nocturnal calls, for example v owl screams, the cries of
ground-dwelling birds, possum territorial calls, feral pig snuffles and grunts
and koala mating cries.
For any person not used to all of these, and most
city-dwellers are not, these can be difficult to identify with certainty o
Since no recordings of alleged yowie cries are available, and since the
descriptions g iven are rarely detailed, we can really conclude nothing from this
type of report"
Torn bark and scratches on trees are unimpressive as evidence for these are
rare ly pictured clearly or described in detail, and there are many possible
mundane causes to b e eliminated o Gliders leave characteristic scratches in
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bark, while cattle, deer and such introduced animals may scratch or gore tree
bark
Lightning also can shred bark in long lines down the trunk, and one
report telephoned to the Queensland Museum was due simply to peeling bark of a
gum
Unless sources such as animals or lightning can definitely be ruled out,
and this is often much more difficult than usually thought, these reports really
leave nothing to go ono
0

0

Sketches indicating scarring of trees
by possums. Right: scars made by fluffy
glider on an apple box in V.ictoria a
Left:
scar made
by
yellow-bellied
glider on
a
red stringy bark
in
northeast
Gueensland o (Redrawn after
Wakefield,
and Winter, Russell
and
Winter, respectively.)

Footprints are something elseo Often considered as hard evidence, they are
in fact little better than reported sightings, especially if casts or photos are
involvedo The actual footprints in place can be examined to determine whether
or not they are genuine, independent of the witnesses' reports, and hence
constitute independent evidenceo Although footprints may be faked, notably by
making and wearing on the feet snowshoe-like models, footprints are more easily
checked than either casts or photoso Both casts and photos of footprints can be
faked
Their evidentiary value depends entirely upon the reliability of the
witnessQ Because footprints can be faked, they do not constitute good evidence,
either alone or in combination with reported sightings 0
0

A selection of yowie tracks Le f t to right: a ufossil' track found by Gilroy at
Mulgoa, NSW; found by Gi lroy west o f Kempsey, NSW; found at Neran g, Qld; f ound
at Kilcoy, Qldo Not to scale but all approximately 0 . 5 metres long .
0

The published photos of yowie tracks and of casts made of the tracks range
from those which appear to represe nt tracks (although whether of yowies or of
models cannot be determined) t o those which seem most peculiaro Those repor~ed
with the Kilcoy (Qldo) sighting of 1979 are odd in two respects. First they are
quite elongate, more than those of any known large primate, and second they show
only three toeso Because they are so narrow there is no question of toes having
been lost, as say from injury, for there is simply no room for them. In
addition, as illustrated in the newspapers, these tracks had no debris leaves,
twigs, etc o - in them, although made in grassy and wooded country o
They appear
to have been cleaned by some agency, certainly not what one would e xpect f rom an
animal whose alleged we ight should impre ss leaves and twigs into soil soft
enough to retain trac kso ·I have not s e en the original tracks, but the newspape r
(c ontinued on p a g e
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AUSTRALIA

Paranormal Australia is a regular feature of "the Skeptic''.
We rely on
readers forwarding us newspaper cuttings from throughout Australia on paranormal
topics. Limited space enables the publication of only a few extracts from the
many cuttings sent.
However all cuttings go into our resource library and may
form the basis of later research. Please keep an eye out for suitable cuttings
and forward them to our P.O. Box 1555P, G.P.O. Melbourne. 3001.

POLICE CALLED TO SEE UFO
Tony Reid of Learmonth (Victoria)
rang the local police at 4am on 4
September to witness a UFOo
Senior Constable Gilmore dressed and with Reid
crept through the drizzling rain to the flashing UFO. It turned out to be an
electric fence shorting and sparking.
(Herald, 10 September 1982)

MURDER WAVES
According to John Pinkney one theory on murders is that a murder releases
violent psychic shock waves which reverberate both forward and backward in timeo
These waves, known as "odic forces," forewarn certain sensitive people that a
killing is about to occur.
(Pix-People, 14 September 1982)

MURDER HOUSE TO BE BURNT DOWN
The Pemberton (Western Australia) house in which recently convicted killer
Dennis Nosworthy killed two men is to be burnt down.
A previous resident, Sharon McCarthy, said she heard several times an old
lady cackle in the lounge room and the loud sound of people running through the
house.
The brother of the killer related how another time he heard the sound of
car doors being closed and people talking o
The owner of the house, Mr Fox, believes the house could be haunted and
plans to knock it down and set it alight to "put an end to it forevero"
(Daily News, 25 November 1982)

UFO'S COLLECT DEAD SOULS
Quentin Fogarty is now inclined to think that the UFOs he sighted over the
Tasman were in some way spiritualu He remembers feeling at the time "they" were
collecting the souls of the deado
(Age, 2 October 1982)

pIM

I

's RED F.l\CE

Australia's "P 0 M0 "
magazine, best known for its studies of nude females for
lay anatomy students, badly timed the release of its latest issue.
The magazine hit the news stands with a cover story on Brezhnev's personal
psychic healer, Davitashvili, just as the news of the Russian leader's death was
on the front page of the daily newspapers!

ASTRAL SNOOPING
During an astral travel outside her body a Greenwood (Western Australia)
mother saw her husband making love to another woman. When she confronted him he
admitted his infidelityo
(Pix-People, 19 October 1982)

A SLOW NEWS DAY IN SYDNEY
Sydney's Daily Mirror devoted its whole front page to a story that a man
stabbed to death in New York told how he had been to heaven and back
"There were all these lights and it was so hoto I got to the end (heaven)
and my mother was standing there and said 'Go back'."
(Daily Mirror, 2 September 1982)
0

UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICE
Medium Peter Finch of Murrurnbeena (Victoria) heals people by metaphysical
alignmento
However, only six patients a week come to himo He believes that
jealous rivals have aligned negative forces against him to limit his patients to
about six a weeko
(Sunday Press, 17 October 1982)

WILD PUSSY
Police were told a lion had been spotted in a Coles warehouse at Smithfield
(New South Wales)o Emergency services were called in and five police cars and a
helicopter were used to surround the warehouse
A man from the zoo identified the "lion" to be an oversized, desexed cat
(The Sun, 8 September 1982)
0

0

HEALTH DEPARTMENT TO COLLECT ALIEN SPACEMEN
Federal Health authorities warned that the maximum penalty for hiding
aliens from outer space was $10,000 fine or five years in jail.
This is because such aliens could carry highly contagious diseaseso
Health Department officials in Canberra have become concerned that the
smash hit film "E.T
has c_r eated a dangerous image of space aliens being kind,
cuddly and capable of love.
(Western Mail, 11 December 1982)
0
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A selection of ape and human feet to compare with yowie trackso Left to right:
human; chimpanzee; gorilla; orang-utano (After Biegarto)

photos do not indicate anything other than suggestive depressions of the soil
carefully cleaned out. Some of Mr Gilroy's tracks appear much more ape-like,
and certainly could not have been made by the same kind of animal as those at
Kilcoyo However even the casts made by Mr Gilroy could be of faked tracks, made
by models as mentioned previously. Although such fakery may seem unlikely, in
the attempt to establish the existence of an otherwise unknown animal, only such
evidence as absolutely cannot be faked is admissible
0

0

Bigfoot Jokester Reveals
Punchline-Finally
Rent Mull ens, whose name recently
appeared in wire-se rvice news stori es
a nd o n na ti o na l tele vision. ha s been
sending tremors th ro ugh the "Bigfoot"
community. A longtime reside nt of
Toledo, Washi ngto n, north of M ou nt
St. He le ns (in the heart of Big foo t
territory), M ullcns , now 86, says he has
tramped th e woods sin ce 1910 without
seeing a sign of Sasquatch. In 1924.
Mullens and a compan ion. George
Ross, ro lled so me rocks onto a ca bin
along the so-called Ape Ca nyo n a nd
ma y have been responsible for Fred
Beck's lege nd ary Bigfoo t "enco unter"
(a tale wi th a nu mber of highly questi onable aspec ts t o it).
Mullens. a retired logger, disclosed
this spring that, whi le working fo r the
Forest Service in 1930 , he and some
fr iends dec ided to "have some fun ."
M ullcns fashioned a pair of 9-inch-b)17-inch "feet " wi th a hatch et and a jack-

Lat er in the day. when Lambert.
Mullens, a nd others were at the Range r
Statio n. the pickers came running to
them to report the t racks.
Mu lle.ns believes th e Sa squ atch
lege nd in Califo rni a and the Pacific

Mic hael Dennett

Mull ens with a set o f his carved " b ig f ee t "

kn ife from a piece of a ld er W')Od . Bill
Lam bert. who was with Mullens, took
the feet to a spot at th e base of M ou nt
S t. H e le ns where th ere were so me
huckleberry pickers. Acco rdin g to
Mullens. Lam bert walked around the
pickers' cars making "Bigfoot " prints.

Northwest is based so lely on the hoa xes
made from his "feet" and says some of
th e Bigfoot promoters are well awa re of
th a t possibilit y. He said he has talked
with a n associate of Roger Patterson
who helped hoax Pa tterson's famous
"Bigfoot" film taken at Bluff Creek .
California . T he costu me. Mullens was
to ld . was made from bear hides.
Mullens said he wanted to get the
practica l joke off his chest a nd challenges th e Digfoo t promoters 10 show
he's wro ng. He added that he is willing
to undergo a po lygra ph test to su bstantiate any a nd a ll of what he has said .
- Michael R. De1111e11
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When we turn to an examination of the reports things become more tenuous o
The sightings, both those reported in the newspapers and such as have been
telephoned to the Queensland Museum, are based very largely on fleeting
One sighting reported to the Museum
glimpses, often under poor conditions
lasted not longer than three seconds according to the witness and was made
through heavy scrub, so that at no time was more than a small portion of the
beast visible o The Nerang sighting was reported to have lasted less than three
seconds , Mr Gilroy reported this sighting to have been a matter of seconds, and
eve n the events of the Kilcoy sighting may well have lasted less than a minute ,
even though no durations were give n to my knowledgeo Even when no durations are
quoted in the reports, it is often clear the seeing conditions were far from
A report from Dunoon mentions the sighting took place in dense scrub,
optimalo
one from Springbrook in bushes, one at Murgon just before dusk, and that at
Most reports are made by city dwellers, rather
Coomera Valley around midnight
than people living on properties o We can all appreciate that under conditions
in the bush, often at least somewhat unfamiliar to city folk, it can take well
over a minute to recognize an animal, even if large. This is notably true when
is poor, the foliage thic k, or even in good light if there is marked
the light
contrast between the light and the shade. In such cases where it is difficult
to see an entire animal, a mistaken impression may easily be gained from a short
observation of the back of a beast disappearing into the bush o
Even greater than the problem of recognition, is that of memorya We are
accustomed to think of memory as a record like a film or book, that preserves
just what we perceive and thereafter as long as we live is indelible. There may
well be such a memory, as the research of Wilder Penfield has shown, but if so
it is not the day-to-day kind of memory involved in reports of yowies and sucho
That memory has been shown to be very mutable indeed o It appears that only
certain abstract features of an event are stored, the rest being conjured in
some fashion from the imagination to provide a 'memory'o This memory may well
be influenced by factors attendent upon its recall, such as the questions asked
In one well-known experiment two groups of subjects were
b y investigators o
shown a series of colour slides depicting an automobile accident that occurred
stop sign. One group was queried as to
after the vehicle had passed through a
the happenings after the vehicle passed through the stop sign, and the other
A substantial
after it passed through the yield (i.ea give way) signo
having passed
as
vehicle
the
remembered
later
group
latter
the
of
proportion
through a yield sign and not a stop sign, because they were asked about a yield
sign and not about a stop sign.
Thus while we may fairly say that reports of unusual things made under
unusual conditions may well be accurate, we cannot assume this accuracy without
extensive independent supporting evidence This is why science chooses to deal
with phenomena that can be repeated (or repeatedly observed) under controlled
(although not necessarily laboratory) conditionso In the case of the yowies
there is supporting circumstantial evidence, although even an ardent believer
would be hard pressed to call it extensiveo Neither is it independent, as we
have seen. But as Sherlock Holmes reportedly remarked: "Circumstantial evidence
is a very tricky thingo It may seem to point very straight to one thing, but if
you shift your own point of view a little, you may find it pointing in an
equally uncompromising manner to something entirely different o" Certainly such
is the case with the evidence for yowies as one shifts from belief to disbelief
(or the reverse)o Convincing, independent circumstamtial evidence is lacking as
Mr Gilroy's alleged fossil tooth of a yowie (as well as
even Mr Gilroy admits o
illustrated in the news
all of his alleged fossil bones or implements
faith dissolves into
absolute
of
that
media)viewed from any point other than
mere l y ·a suggestively formed pebble - rather like the fairy treasure of old
tales dissolves into dry leaves in the light of day o
Thus sightings are unreliable as evidence as the reader is doubtless awareo
What would then constitute evidenc e, or better, proof? I would accept only two
items: a live beast, or a carcase (or the subs tantial portion of one)o Neither
0

0
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of these has yet appearedo Mr Gilroy has mentioned a portion of a carcase but,
as inevitably seems to happen in such cases, it is reportedly jealously held by
the finder, and not available for general inspectiono Mr Gilroy also claims to
have some fossil material which I will comment on later: fossil material it must
be noted does not constitute proof of the existence of a living animal
There
are other reports of carcases of yowies or yahoos (some in Joyner's booklet),
but always removed by twenty or seventy or more years into the pasto
In fairness I must admit that the nonexistence of skeletal or other remains
does not, contrary to what is often thought, constitute evidence that yowies do
not existo There are indeed Australian (and other) mammals, although none so
large as yowies are alleged, that are known only from very sparse remains. The
most extreme example, Lagorchestes asomatus, the desert hare-wallaby, is known
only from a single skull collected in 19320 It is generally assumed that this
beast is now extinct.
There are others almost as sparsely known: the Moonie
River (Queensland) wombat, Lasiorhinus gillespiei, is known from only three
incomplete carcases, all found before 18910 We usually assume that animals so
sparsely known are extinct or very close to it, but there are some examples that
suggest that this need not be so, notably the desert rat-kangaroo, discussed
later in a somewhat different contexto
In the absence of c ompelling evidence for the existence of yowies can we
rationally evaluate their plausibility? First let us assume that the witnesses
have in fact seen just what they have reported seeingo There are several bodies
of biological theory that might be of assistance here: biegeography, niche
theory and population biologyo The most obvious, evolutionary theory, is not
very useful o Fortunately (or unfortunately) there is nothing about yowies as
reported that seems implausible in light of modern evolutionary theoryo Some
modern evolutionists, such as s.J. Gould, feel that evolutionary theory ought
not to be used to make any kind of predictions at all, and hence would argue
that no such reported beasts as yowies can be said to be implausible because of
evolutionary considerationso Other evolutionists, such as Ro Riedl, I think
would disagreeo
Turning to biogeography, we note that roughly speaking the native mammalian
fauna of modern Australia consists of two groupso
There are those that have
evolved in Australia since the end of the Mesozoic, the time of the dinosaurs,
and those that have immigrated into Australia probably during the past 40
million years (since the early Miocene times)o
The former group includes
marsupials and monotremes, and the latter group the placental forms, such as
bats, rodents, humans and dingoso
Both bats and rodents are forms that have
demonstrated the capability for wide dispersal over water, as of course have
humans
So their appearance in Australia should not cause any conceptual
difficulty.
Presumably dingos came with humans, who very likely arrived in
boats.
Thus so far as we have evidence the immigrants were either (i) flying
forms, (ii) small forms or (iii) carried in boatso These considerations suggest
that large non-human primates in Australia are unlikely.
However, this matter needs to be pursued furthero Let us look in greater
detail at how the immigrants arrived.
Marsupials and monotremes seem very
likely to have been here from the beginning, having inhabited this portion of
Gondwanaland before it broke into the modern southern continents. Bats arrived,
doubtless by flying, rather soon after the breakup of Gondwanaland, being here
by the middle of the Miocene some 20 million years ago o
Rodents arrived later
at the beginning of the Pliocene (some 5 million years ago), and the evidence
suggests that the y made their way from southeast Asia via Indonesia and New
Guinea and spread south through Australia from Cape Yorko
Humans arrived even
later a lso presumably from Indonesia (where human remains date back well over a
million years) and were established in Australia probably by 50,000 years agoo
Dingos were the las t to a rrive, undoubt edly accompanied by humans, only about
7,000 years ago
Very l i k e ly all of these immigrants arrived from Asia via
Indonesia, and at least in one case , New Guineao During the Pleistocene much of
the world's water was stored in the polar ice caps, and hence the sea level was
0

0
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Australia and Southeast Asia during the
Pleistocene age, about
50p000
years
agoa Modern shorelines are indicated by
lighter lineso
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lower than at present, perhaps by as much as 200 metreso While this is enough
to transform Indonesia from an archipelago into a broad peninsula (Sundaland),
it is not enough to join Indonesia to Australia. Thus only those creatures that
could cross the two remaining sea gaps, each 50 to 100 miles wide, between
Sundaland and Timer and between Timer and the Australian shelf (Sahulland)
reached Australia.
Rodents presumably drifted on floating vegetation, and
humans in boats o So far as I am aware none of the great apes has exhibited much
ability to cross sea barriers, so we might conclude that it is unlikely that an
ape invaded Australia from Indonesiao
The finding of a yowie, of course, would disprove thiso Thus we would
theorize, were a yowie to be discovered, that it had somehow crossed these sea
gapso But we cannot reverse this process and say that because such a potential
route into Australia exists, that yowies existo After all there are the gaps,
and a fair amount of chance seems involved both in crossing the gap and in
establishing a population on the other sideo We cannot say which animals will
successfully make this crossing (with the exception of humans with their boats,
and of flying forms), and which will not.
Many of the Indonesian animals, such
as tigers, rhinoceroses, etco, were not able to make this crossingo
So
biogeography suggests that yowies are unlikely, but does not prove them
impossible a
We may also ask how yowies would relate to the Australian environment,
specifically would the yowie fill an otherwise vacant niche?
Unfortunately
niche theory is, so far, difficult to use predictivelyo We know that vacant
niches do occur, for sometimes an introduced animal can move into an environment
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without much disturbing the already existing forms - although admittedly this
seems the exception rather than the ruleo The eastern coastal rain-forests of
Australia would seem_to have a vacant niche for an ape or ape-like form, just as
many of the Australian terrestrial environments seem to have a vacant niche for
However just because a given type of animal is
a large carnivorous mammalo
absent from an apparently appropriate environment does not mean that the niche
There may well be reasons why that type of animal would
is actually vacanto
not survive in that environment, such as inadequate carrying capacity (i e
insufficient resources to support the animal), or even too small a geographic
areao So niche theory doesn't seem to help much.
0

0

What about population biology? We often hear, particularly in regard to
the Loch Ness 'monster' and such, that for a species to persist there must be a
is then assumed that a
It
sufficiently large population for breeding.
sufficiently large breeding population is a . numerically large population, and
that with such numbers of individuals it should be reasonably easy to find one,
if the beast actually existso The conclusion drawn is that the 'monster' does
not exist or else we would already have found specimens. I think that this is
not a very convincing argument, as it does not take into account fluctuations in
population sizeo This is also relevant in assessing whether a species may have
mentioned previously in connection with the desert
as
extinct,
become
River wombato It may be that for large mammals the
Moonie
hare-wallaby and the
populations do not fluctuate much in the undisturbed state, but we do not yet
Certainly for smaller mammals great fluctuations may occur, and a
know thiso
prime example of this is the desert rat-kangaroo, Caloprymnus campestris.
Caloprymnus was originally discovered in 1843 and was known from only three
specimens o It was not seen again for over 85 years, but in 1931 it unexpectedly
appeared in reasonable numberso Since 1935 it has not been seen againo Now
admittedly this is a desert animal, living in regions of low human population
density, but nonetheless it does demonstrate that a population can be very low
for a long period and then become reasonably common, only, in this case, to
disappear againo This kind of thing should make us wary of the kind of argument
On the other hand, it
mentioned above in regard to the Loch Ness 'monster'o
must be admitted that a creature reported as often as is the yowie (or the Loch
Ness 'monster' for that matter) would be expected to have a reasonably large
population size, after all apparently no one saw (or at least reported)
I wonder if 'unknown' animals very rarely
Caloprymnus for 8O-odd years.
reported are actually more likely to exist than those often reported.
The various bodies of biological theory are not as helpful as might be
wished - they suggest that yowies are not likely (from biogeography) but they do
not prohibit the possibility of their existenceo Indeed, when first reported
the platypus was judged less likely to existo
There is no reason to say that yowies cannot exist, but likewise no
convincing evidence to say that they do. In theory Mr Gilroy and others that
believe in Yowies have a simple task, to produce one - however this task is
never as simple in practice as in theoryo The important thing that the case of
the platypus showed in this regard is that when specimens of an alleged animal
become available all of us, scientists and laymen alike, will accept its
existenceo Obtaining the specimens is often · no easy task, but its very
The difference here between believers
difficulty shows why we are skepticalo
And this, in
and skeptics is in the value given various kinds of evidenceo
turn, is based on the basic beliefs and values of the individualo Go through
almost any scientific magazine and you will find evidence no better than any
here mentioned accepted without examination when it supports the political and
social beliefs of the editorso Much depends on what we choose to be skeptical
of. I wish Mr Gilroy and others who would discover the yowie every success, but
I will wait until I see it to relinquish skepticism myselfo
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Group in Quest of
"Unexpected" Animals
A group of biologists and others
interested in claims of anomalous
· animals (Bigfoots and Loch Ness
creatures are only the most obvious
exa mples) have formed the I nt e rna. tional Society of Cryptozoology t o
serve as a professional focal point for
inves tigation of such matters.
The organizers consist primaril y of.
scientists who tend to believe there may
be something to frequent reports of
still-to-be-documented unu sual creatures. and they claim their goa l is to
professionalize the inquiry and upgrade
the level of discuss ion and debate.
States their official prospectus: "The
Society recognizes that much emotion-

al debate has resulted over the possible
existence of ~eh animals. ·and that
future work in this area will not be
without controversy . However. the
Society will attempt to address these
issues in a strictly objective manner,
following established scientific methods."
The new group defines the object
of their interest as matters related "to
animals of unexpected form or si1.e. or
unexpected occurrence in time or
space." The group intends to "encourage the sciemific examination of all
evidence related to these matters."
J. Richard Greenwell, secretary of
the Society. says "unexpected" is the

key word. Examples of once "unexpected" animals that were eventually
confirmed are the gorilla { 1855); the
okapi. a Miocene giraffid ( 1902); the .
pygmy hippopotamus ( 1913); the coelacanth fish ( 1938); and Mega mouth. a
new species. genus, and family of shark
found in 1976.
The Society was established at a
meeting at the Smithsonian Institution
in Was hington on January 8-9. 1982.
Further information about the
Society, its journal. Crrpw::ov lof:_I'.
and it s newsletter can be obtained from
Greenwell. Write: Secretary. International Society of CryptOZOl)logy, P.O.
Box 43070, Tucso n. AZ 85733.
- K.F.
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PART 2: MEGALANIA RESURRECTED?
by Gregory Vo Czechura
Among the 'unknown' animals reported to exist in remote or inaccessible
parts of Australia are such diverse creatures as dinosaurs (Gulf of Carpentaria)
and giant lizards up to thirty feet longo The source for much (if not most) of
the available information
on these creatures comes from Mr Rex Gilroyo
Invariably, these giant lizards are likened to extant goannas and are presumed
to be the last survivors of the fossil form Megalania prisca (Mo prisa)o
To lend credence to the claim that Megalania prisca still exists, appeals
are made to the rediscovery of the small 'fossil 0 possum Burramys of the
southern alpine region (hardly analogous) and the existence of the Komodo Dragon
(Varanus komodoensis) on three Indonesian islandso
Furthermore to counter the
question 'How has something this large escaped detection? 0 , we are led to
believe that these monsters are hiding in the depths of eastern rainforests and
tall open forests (= wet sclerophyll forests)o
How should these claims be assessed?
Certainly a metaphysical prejudice
against claims of large, undiscovered reptiles is not going to prove helpfulQ
In fact, as recent events show such an attitude would soon require rapid
reassessmento In 1977, Python oenpelliensis, a large snake of 3o5 metres length
was de3cribed from western Arnhem Land (Ref l)o More recently, Python carinatus
(about 2 metres) was described from Mitchell River Falls,
Admiralty Gulf,
Western Australia (Ref 2)o
Consequently, we must delve
deeper into the
mysteryo
Unfortunately the nature of the 'evidence' for living Megalania prisca is
highly subjective, being based, to the best of my knowledge, on twilight
sightings, sudden encounters or noiseo This 'evidence', even if a good observer
is involved, is of doubtful reliabilityo
For example, loud bush noises may be
generated by some of the larger lizardso It is not unusual for the ambulatory
activities of the Echidna (Tachyglossus) amongst dry palm fronds or loose bark
to produce a disproportionate amount of noise compared to situations where such
matter is absento Similarly, a sudden encounter, especially whe.r e inexperienced
or frightened people are concerned, rarely provides a basis for adequate
observationo
Apart from recognition and perceptual problems (eogo making adequate scale
determination) many colour patterns of reptiles are disruptive and may actually
serve to enhance perceptual distortions (Ref 3)o
Experience with public
enquiries
concerning reptiles at the Queensland Museum has
consistently
illustrated a tendency to overestimate the size of moving reptiles
The larger
the reptile, often the larger the discrepancy.
It is not unusual to have a
2metre Carpet Python (Python spilotes) estimated to be 4-5 metres in lengthQ
Large lizards such as Lace Monitors (Varanus varius) (usually 1.5 - 2.0 metres
total length) may be similarly 'extended'
and 'identified' as crocodiles!
Significantly, a majority of reptile-human confrontations result in a large fear
quotient being produced in many of the latter parties.
One claim which has a degree of apparent respectability is that of a young
'herpetologist' in the Blue Mountains o
Naturally
most would consider a
herpetologist (one who investigates matters reptilian and amphibian) competent
to report a Megalania encounter.
Unfortunately, such expectations may be
misplacedo
Unlike bird-watchers who use the term 'ornithologist' to denote the
professional and have developed an elaborate nomenclature for other levels of
non-professionals (Ref 4), a vast array of keepers, dabblers, professionals and
others interested
in reptiles
openly assume the title
'herpetologist'
Therefore the reliability and experience of the Blue Mountains observer is
unknown - perhaps significantly no knowledge of this sighting exists among
Sydney amateur or professional herpetologists (apart from Rex Gilroy's ,articles
in the media).
Our faith is further undermined when we find that this was
another sudden, brief encounter in dense forest a
0
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Enquiries directed to the Queensland Department of Forestry and timber
industry have failed to either substantiate or locate the source for assertions
that these 10 me tre monitors have disrupted logging operations in the Border
Ranges region of New South Wales/Queenslando
Clearly, the reported sightings are of little reliability both in terms of
checking or
obtaining detailed information on these creatureso
Rather than
reject the claims outright, we
can extract useful information from the
available information.
From the sightings it is possible to identify two
important points which can be subjected to closer scrutiny. First, the lizards
are large and predatory (Gilroy reports them attacking domestic livestock).
Second, they are apparently restricted to dense forest areas (ioeo rainforest
and tall open forest).
Taking the first pointo Certainly, the reports are consistent with these
lizards belonging to the family Varanidaeo
This reptile family is represented
by five fossil and one extant genera (Varanus)o Living Varanus are represented
by tiny pygmy forms such as Varanus brevicauda (Oo2 metres in length) and
giants such as the Komodo Dragon (up to 3.5 metres in length). Other 'giants'
include the Perentie (V. giganteus - up to 2a5 metres) of inland Australia and
the Asian Water Monitor (Vo salvator - up to 2 metres) of the Indo-Australian
Archipelagoo
All species
are diurnal carnivores, that is, they are active
during the daytimeo
Megalania is a fossil genus, consisting of ·a single species (M. prisca),
closely related to Varanus o
Indeed some authors have even placed Megalania in
the synonomy of Varanuso
Most of our current knowledge of Megalania has been
provided by Max Hecht (Ref S)o Hecht estimates a maximum length for this animal
(using Va komodoensis proportions) of total length 'close to 7 metres'o It is
possible that the length may have been underestimated if the proportions of
Megalania were different, eogo more like those of the Perentie (Vo giganteus),
which is a more slender, long-necked, long-tailed species than the Indonesian
Komodo Dragon for instance.
Anyway, there is no dispute that the Megalania
prisca was a big brute!
Hecht considered the ecological role of M. prisca to be that of a predator
(carrion was probably included in its diet also) of the large herbivorous
macropods (kangaroo relatives) and diprotodontids (large wombat-like marsupials)
as well as the giant ground birds which comprised part of the Pleistocene
'megafauna' of this timeo The known fossils of Megalania are usually associated
with such animals as the 'marsupial lion' (Thylacoleo), diprotodons, large
kangaroos (eog. Protemodon) and the large heavy bodied flightless birds of the
genus Genyornis (Ref 6).
It should be noted that the diet of M. prisca probably altered as it aged.
The above animals would be the prey of large, adult specimens comprising the
breeding population of the predator.
Walter Auffenberg (Ref 7) points out that
Komodo Dragons exhibit the following series of prey relations:
'While arborealo The young feed chiefly upon smaller lizards, insects,
birds and their eggs; medium-sized individuals eat mainly rodents and
larger native birds •• o••• These are captured by active pursuit and/or
search. Medium to large adults frequently feed on carrion. Though the
largest individuals also prey on wild boar and deer , which they catch from
ambush along game trails.'
Auffenberg also notes successf ul attacks on horses, water buffalo, village
livestock and even man are known.
Although information on the Perentie is
scanty, it seems to display a similar series of prey profiles although it seems
more opportunistic that the Dragon. Lizards, snakes,. birds, eggs, and mammals
(espec ially rabbits) have been recorded. One has even been reported catching
and killing a 'one third grown' kangaroo (Ref 8).
Obviously, for a large predatory lizard such as Megalania to maintain
viable populations a large suitable prey base must exist f or all age groups .
(N. B. I include carrion within the prey base as dead animals must be supplied
from an existing population o f
'prey '
speci es ).
Unfortunately we cannot
conside r M. prisca in isolation as a predator . Apart from bird a nd mammal
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predators competing for the same prey species direct competition from living
Varanus spp exists. Living goannas such as the Perentie, Lace Monitor (V.
varius) and Sand Monitor (V. gouldii) would compete strongly for suitable prey especially for those prey which would be taken by young and smaller M. prisca o
Species such as the Lace and Sand Monitors, which occur within the alleged range
of 'living' Megalania, are often very common, so effects of their competition and from predation on the eggs and of young Megalania - would be a significant
factor in the ecology of the larger lizard. Competition and predation, with
Varanus spp. would be occurring at a critical phase for Megalania, i.e for
juvenile and immature animals, where most reptiles normally experience very high
mortality rates.
The nature of the prey base, especially that being taken by adult
So far we have not considered the habitat
Megalania, requires consideration.
From Gilroy's
supporting the ~lleged populations of contemporary M. prise~.
forest and
rain
forest
dense
are
reports it seems that the favoured habitats
tall open forest. Certainly the structure of these types of vegetation (Ref 9)
seems suitable for hiding a large undiscovered animal, however a serious flaw
exists when we come to consider the capability of such areas for supporting
populations of a very large predator (of any type). It has long been recognised
that compared to other rainforests in the world and to other types of habitat
within Australia, our rainforests support .low numbers of vertebrate species.
In adaition, the population densities of these animals are often very low. This
pattern of low diversity/low density for vertebrates in rainforest contrasts
strongly with the high diversity and density of drier, more arid environments
(Ref 10). This situation is particularly true for large mammals - much of the
mammal fauna of such forests is arboreal and would be unavailable to adult and
moderately large Megalania anyway, i.e. they would be obliged to be ground
dwelling predators.
The ~-i tuation in tall open forests would prove little .better for such large
In fact additions to the fauna largely involve the smaller mammals
predators.
and birds, certainly no large mammals such as wallabies or kangaroos appear.
Recent introductions such as pigs and deer are too recent, and too sporadic in
occurence, to have filled the gap in suitable prey since the Pleistocene
extinctions. Significantly, the Perentie is an inhabitant of the arid inland,
where larger mammalian and other suitable terrestrial prey species occuro
Significantly, large predators are not characteristic of dense forest habitats
on the Americas or Africa.
To summarise the case so far. The evidence for the supposed existence is
Comparison with
not very reliable; no 'hard evidence' has been forthcoming.
related species suggests that the areas supposed to support these animals do not
support suitable prey for the adults while smaller Megalania would face
competition from their relatives the monitors.
In conclusion, the case for the existence of Megalania (or a similar
animal) is weak and not perticularly encouraging. Further, it does not seem
likely that the heavily forested environments of eastern Australia are capable
of supporting such a large predator. Existing species of monitors are already
fully exploiting all available habitats.
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